LEGAL NURSE CONSULTANT
Description
WEATHINGTON, LLC, a medical malpractice defense litigation firm located in
downtown Atlanta, currently has an excellent full-time employment opportunity in our
office.
Position Summary
The Legal Nurse Consultant is an integral support position to all WEATHINGTON
attorneys, specifically as it relates to medical expertise. The LNC demonstrates selfdirected professionalism, high attention to detail, and the ability to prioritize multiple
case loads in an organized and efficient manner.
The LNC position is primarily in-office with a limited remote work environment available.
Duties & Responsibilities














Complete initial review of case identifying, organizing and analyzing pertinent
medical records and liability assessment of case.
Prepare medical chronologies, timelines and medical record summaries or other
styles of summaries of documentation in medical charts and records.
Identifies and facilitates reviews by expert witnesses.
Prepares case evaluations including causation and damages issues.
Conducts medical literature research for various cases.
Identify applicable standards of care in medical malpractice cases.
Evaluate case strengths and weaknesses.
Draft or review and analyze medical portions of legal documents.
Educate attorneys and clients regarding relevant medical issues, medical
terminology and other key case information.
Participate in case management and case strategy discussions.
Participate in deposition preparation.
Participate in Trial preparation including preparing tables, charts, graphs, trial
exhibits and demonstrative evidence for the jury/trial.
Attend trial as a member of the team.

Skills & Competencies



Excellent written, oral, and email communication skills with emphasis on
gathering and disseminating medical information from a variety of sources and
organizing these into user-friendly configuration.
Ability to self-direct and manage strict deadlines




Flexibility and ability to respond quickly and positively to shifting demands.
Proficiency with Microsoft Office Suite (Word, Excel, Outlook).

Qualifications & Prior Experience






A Bachelor’s Degree in Nursing, active RN license and clinical background
required.
Minimum of 10 years combined experience as an RN and LNC.
Ability to work in a competitive, collaborative, collegial environment.
Previous experience in a legal environment and trial preparation preferred.
Previous experience with iManage preferred

Compensation Package
WEATHINGTON’s LNC is a full-time position offering a competitive salary with a robust
offering of benefits.

